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This barbecue compendium is filled with 500 mouth-watering recipes, every one of them clear and
easy to follow. An irresistible collection of barbecue essentials and unique offerings including

barbecued tex-mex wings, grilled bay oysters, green tea smoked salmon, grilled shark to die for,
popular and sticky summer time chicken, German-design barbecued pork sandwich, New Mexico
green chile Burgers, mango jicama slaw, sweet potato apple salad, grilled peaches with raspberry
puree and more. Filled with tips on how to select the right substances for your barbecue and steps
to make them flavor absolutely perfect, this is actually the only book of barbecue you will ever need.
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Five Stars amazing series! Plus, the cute square book is an awkward shape if you want it to lay
open on your counter while you are trying to prepare a dish. I really wanted to such as this book,
simply so I'd have an excuse to get it for the photos. All the best with your BBQ. Ready to cook
good BBQs, 500 barbecue book has a large amount of recepis , it;Ready to cook good BBQs,
500 barbecue book includes a large amount of recepis , it; Very interesting, good pictures and
easy to understand.s a good book.s a good book. The book has everything from main classes in
fish, poultry and beef to side dishes and actually grilled desserts. I will echo the additional reviewers
comments and explain that is a grilling publication and not a BBQ book. Paul Kirk and Melissa
Cookston are my .. Grilling, not barbecue recipes Echoing the comments of the first two reviews,
this cookbook is very small rendering it difficult to carry pages open up and the tested recipes aren't
particularly interesting. Some nice recipes. Paul Kirk and Melissa Cookston are my head to books
for reference Good start for those looking for some basic yet easily adaptable recipes The 500
Barbeque Dishes provides 125 recipes with four variations on each that give a different flavor profile
when done.I recomend it. The dishes possess been flavorful and so are easy enough to create that
you could add your own variations on the bottom recipe provided. A lot more of a summer cook
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book but has provided some very tasty dishes and is a superb addition to the series that lacks
many main course entrees. Some nice recipes. Great Pictures Geat pictures, but small content. I
would recommend this to anyone seeking to cook. No new recipes to make this a must have. But
there isn't much to like except for the beautiful photos.. However the biggest problem for me, and
just why I offered it two stars rather than three, is certainly that the title is usually deceptive as the
recipes are almost specifically for grilling. I'm a fan of Paul Kirk and his barbecue sauce cookbook is
usually outstanding which explains why I purchased "500". If you're looking for accurate "low and
sluggish" barbecue recipes 500 is not the reserve for you. Too Cute I think more work was made
on what the book would look, than on the actual content material of the reserve. The dishes
themselves, while covering a whole lot of concepts, are more overviews than actual detailed recipes.
They can often result in more questions being elevated, without answers. Very nice recipe book lots
of good food to make in it Very impressive pictures and recipes in this book. Essentially, I believe
this book was intended to be considered a cute mini-coffee-table book. I guess it succeeds at that,
but is that really what you want?
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